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With unparalleled candor, “bad bitch” information alive, love, and success from Amber Rose,
famous model, entrepreneur, and pop culture character.Poor Bitch (n.): A self-respecting,
strong woman who has everything collectively. For the very first time, this renowned model,
actress, socialite, pop culture maven, and self-proclaimed “ a woman who gets her way at all
necessary. Filled with professional advice and personal anecdotes, How to Be considered a
Bad Bitch addresses finances, career, like, beauty, and fashion while emphasizing selfconfidence, positive self-acceptance, and authenticity.t let her early years in the rough
neighborhood of South Philly maintain her from achieving her star-studded goals. From the
sets of music movies, to high fashion runways and magazines, to life at home with her
beautiful boy, Amber doesn’t hesitate to order her personal stage with confidence, edge,
attitude, and her own type of grace. This consists of body, mind, funds, and attitude;s this
development that has influenced her intoxicating, authoritative outlook on life and
love.Muva”An edgy yet accessible “ is sharing her secrets on how best to lead a powerful life
in this edgy however accessible guide to life, love, and achievement. pulls back again the
curtain on her rollercoaster of a journey from a trailblazer to a worldwide phenomenon—and
it’bad bitch” Amber Rose didn’ Most importantly, Amber delivers a message to all women in
this fiercely fearless guide: work hard, love yourself, embrace your femininity and sexuality, &
most importantly, chase the very best vision of you feasible.
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Disappointing and useless As a lover of Amber Rose, I was astonished (well, not *entirely*
astonished) by how bad this book was. Five Stars Delivery was fast good book. Most of the
book is truthfully unreadable. I wanted to listen to her true and honest applying for grants this
subject - and rather, we get some good ghost-written cookie-cutter mantra that hardly
pushes a PG ranking.Additionally, the "advice" (when you can call it that) is awful. Also, the
complete thing is triple-spaced and interspersed with blown-up iPhone selfies of Amber stretching out one page of materials into five pages. It's more of her existence story that is OK
in the event that's why you ordered it but I desire she had more encouragement in the reserve.
It's hardly revolutionary - which is extremely disappointing - as Amber prides herself on
blazing the travels for embracement of female sexuality. Although I certainly wasn't expecting
the composing prowess of Steinbeck, it's written therefore badly that Personally i think like I'm
reading one of my angsty diary entries from when I was in middle school.If you want an
exceptionally large (and heavy) book filled up with mediocre and pixelated iPhone photos of
Amber interspersed with extremely vague feel-good compliments, then this is for you
personally. If not, I could safely say you will be fine providing this a miss. Love this book I
purchased this book mostly just because I really like Amber Rose. I was happy to read about
her lifestyle and just how she thinks. I was expecting so far better out of the book therefore i
was a bit disappointed. She reminds you to end up being your true beautiful self, not really be
a specific way. Don’t waste materials your time I guess it’s an excellent book if need self-help I
was expecting so far better out of this book therefore i was a little bit ... I also discovered this
book to become a self-confidence booster. A biography would have been quite interesting,
but this was just full of little tips for women. One Star Trash.. Four Stars Great reserve. Pure
trash. The publication was good but might have been more detailed. Amber is seldom honest
in the reserve - she spends almost every other sentence informing the reader to "like
themselves" and "become themselves" - the kind of information you've heard for years. It's
more of her existence story that is OK if . Less stories about childhood and even more about
her personal journey A Bad Bitch Puts Herself First I didn't know much on the subject of
Amber Rose before scanning this book, yet We liked her after turning the last web page. This
book was extremely empowering and it had been abundantly clear that she understood her
target audience. She was very clear and concise.. Mehh. I was expecting to learn a little more ..
Though her information was a bit cliche in some points, it created a learned attitude that
comforted me in reading it. Mehh. I was expecting to learn a little more, but this book is
definitely just an autobiography rather than a "how to" guide.Upon in the beginning ordering
the book, I was excited to listen to autobiographical details of Amber's life - and also her
genuine advice on various topics. Five Stars like Five Stars A genuine eye opener. I really like
Amber rose as a person I like Amber rose as a person.. The Bad Bitch Guidelines Though her
writing isn't necessarily complicated or understated, Rose strings collectively a book of useful
advice that derives from her own experience. She wrote this book for individuals who want to
reach their complete potential in ALL regions of their life. It's an encouraging nudge for people
who have no clue how exactly to proceed about creating and becoming their ideal self. I'd
recommend it to any woman who has a desire for more in life.
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